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To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, CLARENCE CLossoN, 

a citizen of the United States, residing at 
Potlatch, in the county of Latah and State 
of Idaho, have, invented. certain new and 
useful Improvements in Advertising-Gabi 
nets, of which the following is a speci?ca 
tion. ' ' 

This invention relates to an improved ad 
vertising cabinetand has as one of its prin 
cipal objects to provide a device of this 
character which may be employed as an au 
tomobile or other vehicle body whereby the 
vehicle may be driven about for exhibiting 
a sign displayed by the cabinet. 
The invention has as a further object to 

provide a cabinet having apertured side 
walls and employing means in connection 
with said apertures whereby any desired 
apertures may be uncovered for forming 
sign letters. , . ‘ 

A further object of the invention is to 
provide a cabinet which may, at night, be 
illuminated so that ‘ the light will shine 
through the uncovered apertures forming 
the sign letters and also wherein colored 
shutters will be provided for covering the 
apertures so that, in the day time, the aper 
tures forming the letters will be distin~ 
guished by the color of the shutters. 
A still further object of the invention is 

to provide a cabinet wherein the side walls 
thereof will be removable so that while one 
pair of side Walls is in use, another pair 
ma be made ready for use. 

.nd the invention has as a still further 
object to provide in connection with the 
cabinet, side walls of slightly different con 
struction whereby letter stencils may be em 
ployed upon the side walls. 

Other and incidental objects will appear 
hereinafter. 
In the drawings: 
Figure 1 is a perspective view showing my 

improved advertising cabinet employed as 
the body of a motor truck of conventional 
‘type, 

Fig. 2 is a fragmentary perspective view 
looking at the inner side of one of the side 
walls of the cabinet and illustrating the 
mounting of the shutters thereon, _ 

Fig. 3 is a perspective view showing one 
of the shutters and its socket in detail, 

Fig. 11 is a fragmentary perspective view 
showing one of the doors at the rear of the 
cabinet swung open, 

Speci?cation of Letters Patent. Patented Oct. 11, 1921. 

Fig. 5 is a transverse sectional view taken 
through the cabinet. ' ~ ' . 

In carrying the invention into effect, I 
employ a cabinet body 10. This cabinet 
body is preferably formed of sheet metal and 
may be of any preferred shape. However, 
in the drawings, I have shown the cabinet 
body constructed to form the body of a con 
ventional type of motor truck, so that the 
truck may be driven about for exhibiting a 
sign or signs displayed by the cabinet. Nev 
ertheless, the device may, as will be appre 
ciated, be employed as a stationary cabinet. 
The side walls of the cabinet are, for con 
venience, indicated at 11, these side walls 
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being detachably secured in position, .as par- - ' 
ticularly illustrated in Fig. 5, by screws ‘or 
other suitable fastening devices. Arranged 
within the cabinet are parallel longitudinal 
partitions 12 de?ning light chambers 13m 
opposite sides of the cabinet and an inter- - 
vening battery chamber 141. Normally clos- ' 
in these chambers at the rear end ofthe 
ca inet are doors 16. Thus, when desired, 
access may be readily had to said chambers. 
As brought out in Fig. 1, each of the side 
walls 11 of the cabinet is formed with an 
apertured area or field about which is an 
imperforate border. The apertures are indi 
cated at 17. Mounted within each of the 
chambers 13 is a series of electric lamps 18 
connected with one or more approved bat 
teries 19 within the chamber 111. The lamps 
18 of each series are, as particularly brought 
out in Fig. 5, disposed behind the border of 
the adjacent side wall of the cabinet so that 
light from said lamps will not shine directly 
through the apertures 17. The interior sur 
faces of the walls of the light chambers are 
preferably painted or otherwise coated white 
so that a minimum number of lamps will 
be required to properly illuminate the 
chambers. On the other hand, the exterior 
surfaces of the side walls 11 are preferably 
painted or otherwise coated black. The pur 
pose of thus coating the exterior surfaces of 
the side walls will presently appear. L 
Secured to the inner sides of the side walls 

'11 respectively adjacent each of the aper 
tures 17 is, as particularly shown in Fig. 2, 
a socket or keeper 20 and supported by these 
sockets are shutters 21. The shutters may 
each be formed as a disk of suitable sheet 
metal provided at its periphery with a stem 
or shank 22. These shanks are adapted to 
removably engage frictionally within the 
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sockets for supporting the shutters to seat 
?at against the inner faces‘ of the side walls - 
overlying the apertures for closing said ap 
ertures. Corresponding sides of the Shutters 
are preferably coated white while the oppo 
site corresponding sides of the shutters are 
preferably coated black. The shutters are 
normally arranged with the black sides 
thereof presented outwardly. Consequently, 
as willbe clear, by reversing proper shutters 
so that their white sides will be presented 
outwardly, stencil letters may, as suggested 
in Fig. 1, be formed from each of the aper 
tured ?elds in the side walls 11 and since the 
outer faces of said side walls are coated 
black, the white letters de?ned by the re 

purpose in coating the outer sides of the side 
walls black, therefore becomes apparent. In 
the manner indicated, not only letters may 
be de?ned from the apertured ?elds in the 
side walls but also any desired- advertising 
device or word may be defined. 71 accord 
ingly ‘provide a cabinet wherein the‘ signs 
thereof‘ may be readily changed or varied 
and, if desired,'several sets of side walls may 
beemployed in connection with the cabinet 
so ‘that while one pair of side walls is in use, 
the work of forming a sign upon another 
pair of side walls may progress coincidently. 
For displaying a sign at night the proper 
shutters defining the sign are, instead of 
being reversed, simply ‘removed. Then, 

when the lamps 18 are energized, the sign 
will be illuminated. ; 7 
Having thus described the invention, What 

is claimed as new is: 
1. An advertising cabinet having a wall 

provided with a plurality of aperturesthere 
through, sockets in the inner side of the wall 
each immediately adjacent one of the aper— 
tures, and a plurality of shutters each hav— 
ing a shank reniovably and reversibly en 
gaged in one of the sockets whereby the sock 
ets will hold the shutters over the respec 
tively adjacent openings, ‘one face‘ of each 
shutter being of the Same color as the outer 
side of the wall and the opposite face of the 

V shutter being of a contrasting ‘color. 
versed shutters will be clearly visible. The ' 2. An advertising cabinet having a remov 

able side wall provided with a many-aper 
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tured ‘?eld, an imperforate border portion ' 
surrounding ‘said ?eld, the outer ' side'of 
said wall and the inside of the‘ cabinet being 
in contrasting colors, shutters supported on 
the ‘inner side of’the wall each immediately 
adjacent one of the apertures in tlieiwall to 
extend over said aperture, the shuttersjbeing 
selectively reversible and removable and, the 
two sides of the shutters’being in contrasting 
colors, ‘and an illuminating media arranged 
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within the cabinet behind the imperforate " 
border portion of the removable wall.’ 

' In'testnnony whereof I atlix my signature. 

~ 4 CLARENCE QLOSSON. '7 [L1 s] '-_ 


